
Streamlined Operations   
Minimize disruptions caused by 
walkouts and insufficient funds, 
allowing your staff to focus on 
delivering exceptional service.

Proactive Revenue 
Protection   

Prevent revenue losses by 
ensuring that all open orders are 
secured with authorized funds 

throughout the guest’s visit.

Fraud Prevention 
Safeguard your business 

against potential fraudulent 
activities, providing you with 
peace of mind and financial 

security.

Insufficient Funds Protection

Losses due to walkouts and insufficient funds are a real problem for operators of 
every size. With GoTab’s innovative approach to Insufficient Funds Protection you’ll 
significantly reduce the number of failed charges, liberating your staff from the 
resulting operational headaches, lost tips and missed revenue.



Real-Time, Continuous 
Authorizations 

Added Piece of Mind 
Most operators already have procedures to reduce the risk of 
walk-outs and other forms of losses. GoTab’s Insufficient Funds 
Protection is another tool to help mitigate the risk of losses due 
to insufficient funds and other card payment failures. 

Order-Level Authorization 
Each new guest order triggers an authorization for the 
associated charge, ensuring necessary funds are locked from 
being used for a different purchase.

When a guest initiates an order with a credit card, 
GoTab performs an automatic authorization, 
locking the funds equivalent to the outstanding 
balance. Each time the guest places a new order, 
GoTab repeats the authorization process, ensuring 
that the funds for that specific order are securely 
reserved. This step-by-step approach guarantees 
that you collect the necessary funds before 
proceeding with order fulfillment.

By seamlessly integrating Insufficient Funds 
Protection within the GoTab Manager Dashboard, 
you’ll experience a newfound level of operational 
efficiency. Your staff can concentrate on providing 
exceptional service while the system diligently 
safeguards your revenue.
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Our platform is designed to 
enhance guest experiences 
and streamline operations, 
all while boosting your 
bottom line.

Data 
It’s yours

Hardware 
Run on a tablet, pc, 
phone, it’s up to you

Payment Processor 
No one-size-fits all 
solutions here

Contracts 
They’re month-to-
month so you have  
the freedom to choose 

Just let us know when you’re  
ready and we’ll be there to help 
you set up.


